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Let A be a commutative ring with unit element. We denote with 
GfA the category of finite dimensional commutative formal groups 
over A. To A one associates a certain (in general) noncommutative 
ring Cart(A) and one then has the curve functor: G ~ C(G), which 
associates to a finite dimensional formal group G the left Cart(A) 
module of curves in G. According to theorems 2 and 3 of [3], this 
functor induces an equivalence of categories of the category of 
formal groups over A with a certain full subcategory of Cart(A)-
modules. Proofs of theorems 2 and 3 can be found in [6], [7]; 
a different proof of theorem 3 is contained in [I], c.f. also [2]. 
It is the purpose of the present note to give still another proof 
of this theorem 3, based on the functional equation techniques 
which were developped in the earlier parts of this series of papers 
[4]; at the same time we give the connection between the involved 
function pair techniques of Ditters [!], [2] and our own functional 
equation techniques, cf. 2.6 and 2.7 below. 
The local case, where A is a ll (p)-algebra and where one replaces 
Cart(A) with Cart (A), was dealt with in [4] part 1V, cf also 2.14 p 
below. 
2. THE MODULE OF CURVES OF A FORI1AL GROUP. 
From now on formal group means finite dimensional commutative formal 
group over A. We take the naive or power series point of view, i.e. 
an n-dimensional commutative formal group G is an n-tupel of power 
series G(X,Y) in 2n-variables x1, .•. , X0 ; Y1, ... , Yn such that 
G(X,O) 
G(X,Y) 
X, G(O,Y) 
G(Y,X). 
2.1. Curves. 
Y and such that G(X,G(Y,Z)) G(G(X,Y),Z) , 
A curve in a formal group G is an n-tupel of power series y(T) 
(y 1 (T), ... , yn(T)) in one variable T such that y1 (0) = 0, i 
i.e. the constant terms are zero. 
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I, ... , n; 
Two curves can be added by means of the formula (y+Go)(T) = G(y(T), o(T)) 
= y(T) +Go(T). This turnsthe set of curves in G into an abelian group 
which is denoted t(G). 
2.2. The Operators [a], F ,V . 
n n 
In addition to the group structure on e(G) one has a number of 
operators on t(G) which are compatible with the group structure. Viz.: 
for every a E A, ([a] y)(T) = y(aT) 
for every n EJN, n (V y)(T) = y(T ) 
n 
The definition of the third kind of operator, the frobenius's F 
n 
needs a bit more care; formally one has 
l/n for every n EJN, F y(T) = y(s T ) +G 
n n 
( nTl/n) +Gy i;;n 
where s is a primitive n-th root of unity. For a more precise 
n 
definition cf. [4] part IV, or [7]. 
There are various (obvious) relations among these operators; 
cf. [3], [6], [7]; cf also 2.11 and 2.12 below. 
The operators [a], F ,V are all elements of a certain ring Cart(A). 
n n 
The elements of Cart(A) are expressions IV [a ]F which are multiplied 
n n,m m 
and added according to certain rules. Cf. [6]. 
2.3. ~ V-basis for 't(G). 
Let y.(T) denote the curve (0, ... ,0,T,0, .•. ,0) in G, where the T is the 
l. 
i-th spot. Then it is innnediately clear that every curve in G can be 
uniquely written as a sum 
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It follows that we know the Cart(A) module structure of (G) if we 
know the expressions 
F y. p l. IV [c(p,r,j,i)]y. . r J J,r 
for all prime numbers p. (Because FF = F for all n,m E JN, F 1 ~ id). n m nm 
The elements c(p,r,j,i) EA cannot be chosen arbitrarily. They have 
to satisfy certain relations. 
2.4. On the Relations between the Structure Constants c(p,r,j,i). 
To find out what the relations between the c(p,r,j,i) are suppose 
for the moment that A is a characteristic zero ring, i.e. that 
A-+ A~~ is injective. Then the formal group G has a logarithm 
. -1 g(x) = (g 1(X), ... , gn(X)) i.e. G(X,Y) = g (g(X) + g(Y)). 
Suppose that 
g.(y.(T)) = l. J 
00 
I 
r=l 
a.. Tr 
1J, r 
By the definition of F , cf"'7' 2.2 above, we then have p 
g(F (y.(T)) = g(y.(~ Tl/p)) p l. l. p + ••• + 
And the £-th component of this is therefore eq&al to 
(2.4.1) 
00 
p I a . Tm 
m=l £, i,pm 
On the other hand we have that 
g ( L Gv [ c ( p ' r ' j ' i ) h . ( T) ) 
r J 
I 
j,r 
g ( y . ( c ( p, r, j , i )T r)) 
J 
and the £-th component of this is equal to 
(2.4.2) ( .. )sTrs I an . c p,r,J,l. 
,,,,J ,s j, r, s 
Comparing coefficients in (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) we see that 
(2.4.3) p an . 
,,,,i,pm 
( . ')s = E an . c p,r,J,i 
,,,,J ,s 
rs=m, J 
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Let a(m) denote then x n matrix a(m) .. =a .. , and let c(p,r) 
l.,J i,J,m 
be then x n matrix c(p,r) .. = c(p,r,i,j). We use c(p,r)(k) to 
l.J k 
denote the matrix with (i,j)-th element (c(p,r) .. ) , Then (2.4.3) 
l.J 
says 
(2.4.4) p a(pm) Ea c(p r)(m/r) 
m/r ' rim 
and writing b(m) ma(m) we obtain 
(2.4.5) b(pm) = E rb(m/r)c(p,r)(m/r) 
rim 
b(l) =I 
n 
Now let A be a ring, which is not necessarily of characteristic zero. 
Then there is a formal group G' over a characteristic zero ring A' 
TI 
and a homomorphism n: A' +A such that G' = G, and hence also 
n(c'(p,r,j,i)) = c(p,r,j,i). Because ma'(m) EA' we obtain also 
in the case of a non characteristic zero ring A, that there exists 
a function b with values in the n x n matrices with coefficients 
in A such that (2.4.5) holds. 
2.5. Involved Function Pairs. 
Let rrt(n,A) denote the set of n x n matrices with coefficients in A, 
and let P denote the set of prime numbers. An involved function pair 
is a couple of functions (b,c), b: lN +ln(n,A) c: P xl~ + 'ITt(n,A) 
such that (2.4.5) holds for every p E P and m EJN. We have just shown 
that an formal group G gives rise to a pair of involved functions (b,c). 
Inversely we shall show that every pair of involved functions (b,c) 
comes from a formal group. 
Let C(p,m) .. and B(r) .. be indeterminates for i,j 1, ... , n; 
l.J l.J 
r = 2,3, ... ; m = 1,2, ..•. ; p E P. 
Let L' = Zl [ ••• , C(p,m) .. , ... ; ..• ,B(r) .. , ... ] and let D't be the ideal 
i,J l.J 
of L' generated by the relations 
B(pm) = l: 
rim 
m/r 
rB(m/r)C(p,r) 
Let L = L'/~. Then there is an obvious one-one correspond~nce between 
pairs of involved functions and homomorphisms L + A. 
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2.6. The Universal Curvilinear n-dimensional Formal Group. 
For each i,j = 1,2, .•. ,n; r = 2,3, ... let R (i,j) be an indeterminate. 
r 
We write 'lZ [R] for 'lZ [ ••• , R ( i ,j), ... ]. Then there is defined over 
r 
'lZ [R] a curvilinear formal group H (X,Y) which is universal for R 
n-dimensional commutative curvilinear formal groups, cf. [S] and 
also 3.2 below. 
According to 2.4 and 2.5 above this formal group gives rise to 
homomorphism 
(2.6.1) L + 'lZ [R] 
2.7. Theorem. 
Every pair of involved functions comes from a formal group. More 
precisely the homomorphism ~ is an isomorphism and if ~: L + A 
qir1 
defines a pair of involved functions, then FR (X,Y) is a formal 
group over A which gives rise to the pair of involved functions 
determined by <jl: L +A. 
The proof of this theorem will be given in section 3 below. The 
notion of an involved pair of functions is due to Ditters [I], [2] 
and another proof (via the dual category)(of the first part) of 
this theorem can be found in [I], [2]. 
2.8. Addendum. 
If n = 1 and A is a characteristic zero ring, then the b(r) determine 
the logarithm of the corresponding formal group and we get a J - J 
correspondence between one dimensional formal groups and one 
dimensional pairs of involved functions. This is still true for 
arbitrary A. 
If n > 1, then there is more than one formal group giving rise to 
the same pair of involved functions, but there is a unique curvilinear 
formal group corresponding to each pair of involved functions. 
2.9. Reduced Cart(A)-modules. 
If 'C..(G) is the module of curves of a formal group G, then, cf. 
also above, it is clear that t(G) has the following properties: 
1° There are subgroups C , closed under the operators [a], V . 
n m 
( C is the subgroup of all curves. y (T) = 
n . 
that y 1 (T) = 0 mod Tn for all i) 
I n (y T), .•• , y (T)) 
2° The subgroups C define a topology on t(G); C(G) is complete 
n 
6 
such 
for this topology and C is the smallest closed subgroup of C(G) 
n 
such that V t(G) c C for all m > n. 
m n 
3° There are elements y 1, ... , yn E t(G) such that every element y 
in t(G) can be uniquely written as a convergent sum 
oo n 
y Z:: I: V [a ]y. 
r= 1 j =J r r j J 
Such a set of elements is called a V-basis for C(G). 
4° The operators F , V ja] are all continuous. 
ID r 
In general we shall call a Cart(A)-module which enjoys the four 
properties listed above a reduced Cart(A)-module. Thus we have seen 
that formal groups give rise to reduced Cart(A)-modules. 
2. 10. Reduced Cart(A)-modules and Involved Pairs of Functions. 
Let C be a reduced Cart(A)-module. Let y 1 , y2 , ..• , yn be a V-basis 
for C. Then for every m E JN we have an expression. 
(2.10.1) 
Now define 
(2.10.2) 
(2.10.3) 
F y. 
m i 
c(p,r) .. 
1J 
b (m) .. 
1J 
oo n 
Z:: Z:: V [c(m,r,j,i)]y. 
r= 1 j=l r J 
c(p,r,i,j) , p E P; r EJN; i,j 1 , ••• , n 
c(m, l ,i,j) , m E JN; i,J 1 , ••• , n 
Then we claim that the pair of functions c(p,r), b(m) defined by 
(2.10.1) - (2.10.3) is an involved pair of functions. To prove this 
we need a lemma. 
2. 1 I. Lemma. 
Let C be a reduced Cart(A)-module and fix m E JN. Then we have that 
F Vy _ 0 mod c2 unless r\m and then F V y = [r]F I y mod c2 . m r m r m r 
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Proof. We shall use the following relations which hold in Cart(A). 
F V 
m r 
F F 
m r 
F F' = 
r m 
F = id [ 1] 1 Cart (A) = 
V V = V for all r, m E JN 
r m rm 
(2.11.J) 
F V 
mm m id Cart (A) ' i.e. F Vy= y + ••• + y mm (m times) 
00 
[a] + [b] = l: V s (a,b)F , where the s (a,b) are certain polynomials 
n n n n 
n=l 
in a and b and s 1 (a,b) = a + b 
Now let d = (r,m) and suppose that d < r. Then we have 
because r/d > 1. 
Now let rim, then we have 
F V y = F I F V y = rF I y = [r]Fm/ry mod c 2 m r m r r r m r 
2.12. Proof that (2.10.1)-(2.10.3) define an Involved Pair of Functions. 
We shall need two more of the relations that hold in Cart(A); viz. 
[a][b] [ah] 
(2.12.1) 
F [c] 
m 
Now if C is a reduced Cart(A) module then it follows from the third 
property listed in 2.9 above that C/C2 is a free A-module of rank n 
with as basis the classes mod c2 of the V-basis y 1 , •.. , Yn· And by 
(2.10.3) we know that the b(m) are determined by the F y. mod c2 . m l. 
We have 
(2.12.2) FF y. m p l. 
n 
l: b (mp)k .yk 
k=J 'i 
On the other hand 
FF y, 
m p 1 
= 
= 
oo n . 
F ( E E V [c(p,r,j,i)Jy.) 
m r=l j=l r J 
"" n 
E E F V [c(p,r,j,i)]y. 
r=lj=lmr J 
n 
E E [r]F I [c(p,r,j,i)]y. 
rlmj=l mr J 
n 
[ ( .. )m/r] E E re p,r,J,1 FI y. 
rim j=I m r J 
n n 
[ ( .. )m/r] ( I ) E E re p,r,J,1 E b m r k ~k 
r I m j = l k= 1 ,J 
n n I ( [ ( . . )m r ( I ) ] ) E E E re p,r,J,1 b m r k . Yk 
k= l r I m j = 1 ,J 
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where all congruences are modulo c2. A comparison of the result of 
this calculation with (2.12.2) now gives that the c(p,r) and b(m) 
do indeed constitute a pair of involved functions, 
2.13. Theorem (Cartier's Third Theorem). 
For every reduced Cart(A)-module C there is a formal group G 
over A such that t(G) ~ C (as Cart(A)-modules). 
This follows from theorem 2.7 and the results above 2.9 - 2.12. 
2.14. The Local Case. 
In this subsection A is a :ZZ (p)-algebra. In this case one defines 
a much smaller ring Cart (A) of which the elements are expressions p 
E Vr[a ]Fs . A curve y E t(G) in a formal group G is called p-typical p rs p 
if F y = 0 for all prime numbers q ~ p. These curves form a subgroup q 
of t(G) which is denoted t (G) and t (G) is a Cartp(A) module. p p 
A reduced Cart (A)-module is described by a set of n-telations p 
(where n is the number of elements in a V-basis) 
F y. p 1 
co n 
I IV [c(r,j,i)]y. 
r=l j = 1 r J 
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and one can choose the c(r,j,i) arbitrarily. Given a set of c(r,j,i), 
it is easy to write down a p-typical n-dimensional formal group such 
that its module of p-typical curves is described by (2.14.1). This 
is done in [4] part IV. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.7 
The basic idea of the proof is to use relations (2.4.5) to write 
a(m) := m- 1b(m) in such a way that the series Ia(m)Xm, where tn 
is short for the columnvector (~, ... , X:), is seen to satisfy 
the functional equation of [5], section 3.l. This of course makes 
sense only when the c(p,l) and b(m) have their coefficients in a 
characteristic zero ring. 
3.1. Solutions of the Involved Function Equations in Characteristic 
Zero. 
Let A be a characteristic zero ring; 1.e. A+ A ~ Q is injective. 
Let~: L +A be a homomorphism and let b(m) .. 
l.J 
and c(p,r) .. be the 
images of B(m) .. , C(p,r) .. EL. Define the matrix lJ -! a(m) as a(m) = rn b (m). 1J lJ 
Choose a prime number p and choose an ordening of the prime numbers 
a(m) 
(3.1.1) 
such that p = p 1• Choose m E JN, m > land write 
with r 1 , •.. , rt-l ~ 0 and rt~ I. Then we have 
( (1 l)) (e(l,s 1)) 
c(p 1,d(l,1)) e ' ..... c(p 1,d(I,s1) 
c(p ,d(t,l))(e(t,I)). 
t 
(e(t,st)) 
c(pt,d(t,st)) 
where the sum is over all sequences 
such that 
... 
2o s 1, ... , St-I~ 0, St~ l 
3° d(i,j) involves only prime numbers p1 , ... ,pi' 
and the exponents e(i,j) are given by the formula 
10 
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p.d(i,l) ..... p.d(i,j-1). 
i i 
where a product p 1d(k,l) .... p1d(k,sk) is to be interpreted as 
if sk = 0. (Asimilar convention holds in the formula for a(m)). 
For example 
c(p 1,1) 
(pi) (plp2) 
2 c(p2 ,l) c(p2,J) c(p2,pl)c(p2,I) 
a(plp2) 2 + P1 2 Pz Pz 
(P2P1) 
c (p I , I ) c(pz,Pz) 
(p I) 
c(p2,l)c(p2,pl) 
<Pz> 
c(pz,PzP1) 
+ + + 
P1 Pz 2 P2 
where the various sequences and exponents are 
(pl,1), (p2,1), Cp2,1> I ' p I' P1P2 
<P1' 1><Pz,P2> 1 ' P1 
(p2,l)(p2,pl) 1 ' P2 
(p2'p1 )(p2' l) 1 ' P1Pz 
<Pz·PzP1) 
Formula (3.1.1) is not difficult to prove. One simply writes 
-I 
a(m) = a(rpt), with r = mpt and 
a(rn) = m- 1b(m) = m-l I d b(r/d)c(pt,d)(r/d) 
d!r ( d)(r/d) c pt, 
l: a(r/d) 
d!r Pt 
And now one uses induction on the a(r/d). 
3.2. Curvilinear Formal Groups. 
If ~ and g are multiindices of length n we define 
Pz 
+ 
] 1 
Ann-dimensional formal group G(X,Y), 
G.(X,Y) = X. + Y. + I a (j)x~£ is said to be curvilinear 
J J J 1£1,l~l>l ~.£ 
([6]) if the following holds 
(3.2.1) I~[, 1£1 > l and k£ 0 ~ ak (j) = 0 for J =I, ... , n 
='£ 
If G(X,Y) is a formal group over a characteristic zero ring and 
g(X) is its logarithm, then G(X,Y) is curvilinear iff g(X) is of 
the form 
(3.2.2) g(X) 
co 
I 
m=I 
m 
a(m)X , a(I) I 
n 
for certain matrices a(m), where Xm is short for the column vector 
m m (Xl ' ... ' Xn). 
Every formal group over a ring A is isomorphic to a curvilinear one, 
and there exists a universal curvilinear formal group defined over 
Zl [R] = Zl [ ••• ,R(m) .. , .•. ; m = 2,3, ... ;i,j = I, .. .,n] which we 
i,] 
shall denote HR(X,Y). 
For all these facts cf. [5]. 
3.3. Local Variants of L. 
Choose a prime number p and choose an ordering p1 , p2 , p3 , ... of the 
prime numbers with p = p 1. For each pair (pi,d), such that d involves 
only the primes p 1, ... , pi take n2 indeterminates C(pi,d)k£' 
k,£ =I, .•• , n. Let L(::) be the ring LZ[ ... , C(pi,d)k,£'' .. ]. 
There is a natural inclusion. 
(3.3.1) L (::) "-+ L 1 
and hence a natural map 
(3.3.2) L(_::) -+ LI -+ L L 1 /tn 
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For each m ~JN, m .:_ 2~ define the matrix A(m) with coefficients 
in L(~) ~ Q by formula (3.1.1), replacing all small c's with the 
matrices of indeterminates C(pi,d). Define in addition Q(m) as the 
sum of those terms of A(m) for which s 1 = O. 
For example 
(3.3.3.) 
(p2) (p2pl) 
= C(p2,l)C(p2,pl) C(p2,pl)C(p2,1) 
~~~~~2~~~~- + ~~~~~2~~~~~ 
P2 P2 
We set A(l) Q(l) I and define 
n 
00 co 
(3.3.4) q(X) I Q(m)Xm I A(m)x111 
m=l m=l 
where xm is short for the column vector c·..m _.m) xl ' ... ,xn . 
Then g<(X) satisfies the following functional equation 
(3.3.5) 
Let 
(3.3.6) 
g (X) 
< 
00 
q(X) + I 
i=l 
then it follows from the functional equation lemma ([5] 3.1) that 
G< (X,Y) is a formal group over L(::J(p)" It is a curvilinear formal 
group by 3.2 above. 
3.4. Proof of Theorem 2.7 in the Characteristic Zero Case. 
Let A be a characteristic zero ring and c(p,d), b(m) an involved pair 
of functions with coefficients in A. We define 
(3.4.1) g(X) 
00 
-I m I m b(m)X , 
m=l 
G(X,Y) = g-l(g(X) + g(Y)) 
Then because of (3.1.I) G(X,Y) is obtained from G (X,Y) by specializing $.. 
the C(pi,d)ki to the c(pi,d)ki· It follows that G(X,Y) has its 
coefficients in A~ ;;z (p)' But we have a formula (3.1.1) for every 
Pz 
ordering of the primes. Hence G(X,Y) is defined over A (and is a 
curvilinear formal group) Further because A is of characteristic 
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zero the b(m) determine the c(p,r), cf. equation (2.4.5). It now 
follows from the calculations of 2.4 above that the involved function 
pair associated to G(X,Y) is precisely the pair we started out with. 
This concludes the proof of theorem 2.7 in the case of characteristic 
zero rings. 
3.5. L has no Additive Torsion. 
We are now going to show that L has no additive torsion. Let 7l [R] 
be the ring of the 3.2 above and HR(X,Y) the universal curvilinear 
n-dimensional formal group over 7l [R]. This formal group gives rise 
to homomorphism f: L -+ 7l [ R] • Take an ordening p 1 , p2 , • • • of the 
prime numbers. The formal group G (X,Y) over L(<)( ) is curvilinear, 2 - p 
hence there is a unique homomorphism <P (p) : 7l [R] (p) -+ 1(2) (p) 
<P 
such that HR(p)(X,Y) = G<(X,Y), and the composition <P(p)~is the 
homomorphism L-+ L(2)(p)-which gives the pair of involved functions 
of the formal group G<(X,Y). Finally we have the natural map induced 
by the inclusion 
L <9 + L I -+ LI I CL = L 
Consider the composed map 
1 ~ 
1(2) (p) J.E.L L(p) ~ 7l [R] (p) <P _iE.L L(<) 
- (p) 
By the very construction of G<(X,Y) (and the fact that L(2)(p) is 
of characteristic zero) it follows that <P(p)\?"(p)1(p) =id. 
We give B(m) .. weight m - 1 and C(p,r) .. weight pr - 1. All the relations 
i] i] 
generating O't are then homogeneous and L becomes a graded ring. We 
give R(m) .. weight m - 1. The homomorphisms .ff' and <Pc) are then 
i] p 
homogeneous of degree O. It is not difficult to calculate <P( )(R(m) .. ) p i] 
modulo all elements of weight< m-1. Indeed <P(p) must take the 
logarithm of ~(X,Y) into the logarithm of G~(X,Y). 
A comparision of these logarithms then gives 
<Pc ) (R(m) .. ) p iJ 
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rl rt 
where m = P1 ···Pt, rt.::_ 1, and where v(m) =I if m is not a power 
of a prime and v(p~) =pi. It follows that the induced morphisms 
are isomorphisms, and hence that ~(p) is an isomorphism. It follows 
that ~p) is surjective. This can of course be done for all ordenings 
of the primes. I.e. we have that 1'": L ~ ?l [R] is a homogeneous of 
degree 0 such that ~(p) is surjective for all prime numbers p. But 
7l [R] has no torsion. An easy argument (using the abelian groups 
L/(ideal generated by expressions of weight .::_m)) now shows that L 
has no additive torsion, and that ~is surjective. 
Caveat: there is no homomorphism ~: 7l [R] ~ L of which ~(p) is the 
localization in p. 
3.6. End of the Proof of Theorem 2.7. 
There are now various ways to prove that ~ is an isomorphism. One 
way is to remark that because L is of characteristic zero it follows 
that L 9 Q is generated by the B(m) .. , cf. the relations (2.4.5). 1J 
It is then not difficult to calculate 1'nB(m) .. modulo elements of 
'I( 1J 
weight< m-1, because '17n(B(m) .. ) =coefficient of~ in the i-th 
'I( 1J J 
component of ~(X), the logarithm of HR(X,Y}. We find therefore 
cf. [S]. 
.n. -1 
vnB(m) .. = v(m) R(m) .. 
'I( 1J 1J 
and it follows that '17Q is injective and hence J itself also, as L 
has no additive torsion. 
Another way to prove that -S is an isomorphism is to apply 3. 4 to 
the pair of involved functions given bY the classes uf the C(p,d) .. 1J 
and B(m) •• in L. This gives a formal group over L which is curvilinear 
1J . l' 
and hence a homomorphism ~: 7l [R] ~ L because of the un1versa ity 
of HR(X,Y). A little reflexion then shows that 1Jt1'°= id because ljJ must 
take the logarithm of HR(X,Y) into the logarithm of the formal group 
over L and that last logarithm is determined by the classes of the 
B(m) ..• 1J 
This concludes the proof of theorem 2.7. 
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